Radiography PREP (Program Review And Examination Preparation), Sixth Edition
Synopsis
Ace the ARRT certification exam with the field’s most trusted review. Maximize your study time -- and your grade -- by focusing on the most important and frequently tested topics.
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Customer Reviews
This is a good compilation of everything covered in the basic 2 year Radiologic Technologist Program. Good clean images and great summarizing tables are great for reinforcement.

Gives you the facts that you need in the review, a lot of info. Will prep you to pass your boards, and I recommend the straight up question book by Saia along with this and the online site (especially if short on time).

I used this book in conjunction with the Lange Q&A Radiography Exam Eight Edition. This book is a great overall review for my two year Rad Tech program. HIGHLY recommend this book if you don’t want to waste your exam application fee!

I used this paired with the Q & A book to refresh my memory and get updated information in preparation for the ARRT & it definitely helped. My advice get the most updated editions.
Great product. Fast delivery. The book was in new condition with all the info I needed. It offers a brief summary of all diagnostic radiographic content that is up-to-date.

You HAVE to have this. It's great! I took a horrible class that taught me almost nothing and had to take the Rad exam for work. I taught myself everything from this book!

compre este libro usado en super buenas condiciones a un buen precio. el libro esta literalmente nuevo, muchas gracias. excelente!!!
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